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ON THE SINGULAR BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM FOR

ELLIPTIC EQUATIONS

BY

KAZUNARI HAYASHIDA

ABSTRACT.   The operator S is elliptic and of second order in a domain Q

in R   .   We consider the following boundary value problem:   f u = / in   0 and

%u =0 onafl, where  8 = ad/dn + ß(d/dn is the conormal derivative on  r)Q).

The coefficient   a is assumed to be nonnegative.  However,   a may vanish

partly on du.   Then the regularity of the weak solutions for the above problem is

shown by the variational method.

1.   We denote by ii a domain in the (V-dimensional Euclidean space R    with

the boundary 3Q oí class C°° and the closure 0.   Let us assume that Í1 is

bounded.

Consider an elliptic operator £ of second order in fl:

(1.1) £._.Í./...J.\ + *.-£
ffx.  I   "r3x. /        '3x.

j   \ i' t

+ c,

where all the coefficients are real and sufficiently smooth.  We assume that (a..)

is uniformly positive definite in fl, and there is a sufficiently large number cQ

satisfying c >c0 in 0.   The boundary operator will be taken as

(1.2) 38 = a — + /3,
a"«

where

— =a..cos(v,x)—    (1)
dn       " ' 3x.

and a, ß ate teal and sufficiently smooth on 3Q.

In this paper we consider the following boundary value problem:

(1.3) £u = f   in    ÍÍ   and    SB« = 0   on dti.
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(1)   The letter  v is the outer normal on   du.
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If a vanishes identically and ß does not vanish, the problem is nothing else but

the Dirichlet problem which was solved by many authors (cf., e.g., [7]).  When a

4 0 on ail, the problem is reduced to the boundary value problem of the third kind

which was also solved by many authors (cf., e.g., [4]). However, if a vanishes on some

portion of ail, the boundary value problem (1.3) seems to be not so easy.   In par-

ticular, Iti [3] constructed the Green function and solved (1.3) for the case when

a, j8 > 0 and a + ß = 1.   His tool is the construction of the Green function for the

nonstationary state by integral equations.  Now the following question arises:

Can the problem (1.3) be solved by the tool of functional analysis (or by variational

methods)?(2)

On the other hand, recently Maz ja [6] has considered the following boundary

value problem

(1.3') £a-0   and    la.— + ßju = g    on <9fi,

where the assumption on [a.l permits the case of a. = 0 on some portion of <9Q.

He has proved the existence and the uniqueness of weak solutions for (1.3 ) by

the variational method.  However the regularity of the solutions has not been shown

in [6].  Thus the regularity problem for (1.3 ) arises.   For (1.3) the regularity is

known in the classical sense by the result of Itô [3].   But it seems to us that the

regularity problem for (1.3) is still open in the sense of functional analysis (or of

function spaces).

Thus it seems to be meaningful to show the existence and the uniqueness of

sufficiently smooth solutions for (1.3) under some assumptions for a and ß (see

(A) in §2).   The method of reducing the problem (1-3) to a degenerate variational

elliptic problem is due to [6] (see the beginning of §4).   And our argument is based

upon the elliptic regularization.   Particularly we have referred to the work of

Baouendi and Goulaouic [l].

The author expresses his hearty thanks to Professor A. Takeshita for his

helpful advice and incessant encouragement.   The author wishes to thank Professor

Y. Kato for his useful discussions and kind advice.

2.  Let the operator A be such that

*-*.= *°VrV»i>4,P)
i   1 1

and consider the functio'n $ satisfying

(2) The question was suggested by Professor S. Mizohata.

(3) We denote  a( )/dx¿   by ( )x¿ simply.
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(2.1) K$ = 0   in ii,      $ = a(x)    on dû.

The existence of such a function <$ is well known, and $ is sufficiently smooth

in Q,   Secondly put

(2.2) y = -? cos (v, x )(a  0    + A .$>) +/3.

Then we impose the following assumption on a and ß:

(i)     a 4 0   and   a, > 0   on (30.

(A)
(ii)   y > 0   on 30,.

From (i) of the assumption we see that $ > 0 in Í2 (see p. 326 in [2]).

Now we shall prepare some function spaces.   First for a nonnegative integer

k we put

iu,v\-   Z   fQDau.Davdx,(4)       \\u\\2k = (u,u)k
\a\*k

and

(«,v)-(u,v\,      \\u\\ = \\u\\0.

Let us denote by Hk(Q) the Sobolev space with its norm || ||.. For nonnegative

real k the norm || ||, and the space H (fl) are defined in the usual way respec-

tively.

Next we put by  V(Ü) and  W(Q) the completion of C°°(Q) with respect to the

following norms, respectively:

Mv- L ll*H*x.ll + II<^1

and

«»llw = ll"llv + (io»2^)H-(5)

Further we define the following norm for integers k:

M4-Ww+    Z    ll*HDB«||      (*>D
\a\sk

and

l»lo-l**«l-

(4)   a = (a,, .... ctjv) means a multi-index and Da= dal+'"+aN/dxfl ... dx*N.

( 5)   The letter zier is the surface element on 30.
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Let us denote by V*(Q) the completion of C°°(Í2) with respect to the norm |||  |||..

From Lemma 3.4 (in §3) it will be seen that Vl(Q) = V(ÇÏ).

Remark 1.   The above spaces are Hubert spaces with weighted norms.   Re-

cently the weighted norm has been applied to the study of degenerate elliptic equa-

tions (cf., e.g., [l], [5], [8], [9]).

Our main theorem is as follows:

Theorem.   For any given f £ V (ii) (k > 0) there is a unique solution u £

V*+2(il) satisfying (1.3).

Remark 2.   From the theorem and Sobolev's lemma we have immediately the

following statement:   Suppose that the coefficients in (1.1) and (1.2) are all in

G°°(fl).   Then for any / £ C°°(Í2) there exists a unique solution u £ C°°(Q) of the

boundary value problem (1.3).   This is nothing else but the result of Ito [3].   His

proof is due to the construction of the Green function for the nonstationary state

by integral equations.

3.  In this section we shall prepare some properties for the function <$ defined

in (2.1).   Let PQ be a fixed point on dû satisfying a(PQ) = 0 and U(PQ) be a

sufficiently small neighborhood of PQ.   The sets Q n U(PQ), r3Q C\U(PQ) and the

point Pq  can be mapped in a one-to-one C°° way into j(x , ..., x^)| x., > 0(,

{(*., • • •, *»t)| xn = 0! and the origin, respectively.   From now on we put

x = ixl,.-.,xN_l),      y = xN-

Then we can write as (x , ..., x^) = (x, y) simply.  Hereafter the transformed

functions in the new coordinate will be denoted also by the original notation,,

First we see

Lemma 3.1.   There is a constant C such that in a neighborhood of the origin

it holds

(3.1) y<CO(x, y)       (y>0).

Proof.  The function 3> satisfies (3.1) in the original coordinate and $ > 0 in

y > 0.  Hence by the well-known maximum principle (see p. 328 in [2]) it follows

that d$/dy > 0 at (x°, O), if <$(x°, 0) = 0.   Of course, this inequality holds also

in the neighborhood of (x  , O).   On the other hand, we easily see (3-1) if $(* , O)

> 0.  Thus we have obtained (3.1).

Observing $ on y = 0, we have the following

Lemma 3.2.   In a neighborhood of the origin it holds

(3.2) in a)2 <Ca      (y = 0),
X — '
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where C is a constant and D    means some first derivatives 3/3x. (i = 1, • • •,

zV-1).

Proof.(6)   First we consider the case of N - 2.   And for a sufficiently small

a > 0, let us consider a in the open interval (- a, a).   We denote by a   the first

derivative of a.   If a  4 0 in (— a, a), then a is strictly monotone in (- a, a).

Hence (3.2) follows in (- a/2, a/2).   Thus we may assume a   vanishes some-

where.   For any fixed x let x   be such that a'(x ) = 0 and a' 4 0 in (x', x) (or

(x, x )).   Then by the well-known theorem we see

a'(x)2/(a(x)- a(x')) = 2a'(£)a"(£)/a'(cf ),

where cf is some point in (x , x).   Therefore it follows that

a'(x)2 < 2\d'(£)\ \a(x) - a(x')\ < 2\d'(£)\a(x).

This implies (3.2) immediately.   For a general N we put

\d2a\
C- 2   max

lsi'-s/V ÓV

Then from the case of N = 2 we easily see that the constant C is required in

(3.2).

Further for $ we also have

Lemma 3.3.   There is a constant C satisfying

(3.3) (DJS>)2 < CO       (y > 0)

z« a neighborhood of the origin.

Proof.   We may assume that $ = 0 at the origin.   By Taylor expansion,

4Xx, y) = a(x) + y(DyQ5)(x, 6y)       (0 < 6 < 1).

Putting ip(x, y) = (D $)(x, dy), we see

Djbix, y) = Dxaix) + yDxipix, y).

From the proof of Lemma 3.1, tpix, 0) > 0 holds.

Now it is easily seen that

(6)   The idea of the proof is due to Professor K. Nanba.
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(3.4) (D^V^^^D^)^,^).

We shall show that the right-hand side of this inequality is bounded when ix", y")

—'(x°, 0). By Lemma 3.2 it is obvious that Dxa¡aA is bounded. When (xn, yn)

—*(x , 0), the behavior of y/a is classified into two cases:

(i) y/a —► + oo or

(ii) y/a is bounded.

In the case (i) the right-hand side of (3.4) tends to 0 obviously.   For the

case (ii) the right-hand side of (3.4) is bounded, since y/a7'  is bounded.  Hence

(3-3) has been shown.

The following lemma is analogous to the interpolation inequality obtained by

Baouendi and Goulaouic [l].

Lemma 3.4.   For any 8 > 0 and any u £ C°"(R + )(7) with compact support,

\\u\\2 <Ci8\\Q\\\2 +8~l\\<i>,Au\\2),

where C is a constant independent of 8 and u.

Proof.   We proceed in parallel with [l].   Obviously,

uix, y)2 =-2   f°° uu  dy       (y>0).
jy      y -

Denoting the right-hand side by F(y), we see

Jo "k' y^dy = Jo F^dy = hPiy)]™ ~ J0 yF'(y^y = -2 J0°° yuuydy.

Hence Cauchy's inequality yields

/" U2dy<8 J" yu\ dy + 8-1 J*o°° yu2 dy.

Integrating by x, we obtain

Ma<abM«yl2 + 8-V«l2.

Applying Lemma 3.1 to the right-hand side, we have completed the proof.

4.   Again we shall consider the original coordinate.   For u, v e Cl(Ç£)

let us set

Blu, v] = (a . $u   , v   ) + ((a. .$    + b .$)a   , v) + (<Pcu, v) +  f   ßuv do,
u      x.      x. ii   x. i        x¡ JdQ^

where do is a surface element on dil.   Such a definition of Blu, v] is based on

the idea of Maz'ja [6].   If for any v £ Cl(ti), Blu, v] = (<£/, v), then we have (1.3)

(7)   We denote by  C^tR'f) the set of functions which belongs to   C00 class in y sO.
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(in the weak sense) by integration by parts.   That is, our problem is reduced to

the degenerate elliptic equations.

Now by integration by parts and (2.1) (K$ = 0), we see, for u £ C1©),

B[u, u]=(a.$u   ,u   ) + ((c - V2(b.)   )<Pu, u) +  f  yu da,
"     xi     *j ' *i JdQ

where y is the same constant as in (2.2).   From our assumption (A) in §2, y is

positive.   Hence we have

(4.1) \\u\\2w<CB[u,u]      (u£C1(Ü)).

For any e > 0 let us define the bilinear form B[u, v] on WHO) in such a

way that B [u, v] = c(u, v), + B[u, v].   Obviously
c       » i

(4.2) |Bet«.«']|<CMIH1.

From (4.1) we see

(4.3) 4u\\2i + W42w<CB([u,u],

where C is independent of e.

Let us take a positive sequence Uv\ of positive numbers such as (p —»0.

For simplicity we put B\u, v] = B   [u, v].   For a given / £ V (ÍÍ) let us take a

sequence \fv\ in C°*(ß) satisfying fv—*i iv —»os) in the topology of V (Q).

By (4.2) and (4.3) the theorem of Lax-Milgram can be applied to Bjji, v].  Hence

there is a unique uv e Hl(Q) satisfying

(4.4) Bvluv,v] = (<I>fv,v)    fot any v £ wHíí).

By the well-known fact, uv is sufficiently smooth in Í1.   In particular, substi-

tuting v = uy into (4.4), we have by (4.3) and Schwarz' inequality

^Ki; + Kl£<cg/Vi0|«v|r

Therefore we have obtained the following

Proposition 41.   For the solutions uv in (4.4) the functions e^u \    and

\u  Iw are bounded with respect to v.

From this proposition we see that there is a subsequence of \uv\ which con-

verges to u weakly in W.  In the next section we shall show that 11*01,  is

bounded.  If this is established, then u is in Hl(Q) and by (4.4) we have B[u, v]

= ($/. v) for any v £ //HO).   This equality means that u is the required weak

solution of (1.3).
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5.   Our aim in this section is to prove the following

Proposition 5.1.   For solutions up of (4.4) the quantities  |||«v||| 2 are bounded

with respect to v.   That is, our main theorem in §2 holds for k = 0.

Before proving the proposition we prepare some lemmas.   Let PQ  be a fixed

point on <9fl  satisfying a(PQ) = 0 and Bf(PQ) be a sphere with its center PQ  and

with its radius r.   Taking rQ  sufficiently small, we consider a function Ç, £

CABoc(PA) in such a way that  z£= 1  in ß     APQ).   We perform the same coordi-

nate transformation as in the beginning of §3«   Then the bilinear form B [a, v] is

reduced to the form

fljzz, v] = e{(]E .u, E .v) + iju, v)\ + (la  <t>E .u, E .v)

(5-1)
+ ijia ..$    + b$)E u, v) + ijcQu, v) +   f   „ ßjuvdx,(8)

lJ    xj Z Z Jy~0

where E. ate differential operators of first order and /, / are the functions pro-

duced by the coordinate transformation.   From now on we put B   = B      simply.

Then for the solutions of (4.4) we have

Lemma 5.1.   There is a constant C  independent of v such that

\BvlDx(Cu), Dx(Cu)] - lSvltuv, rlD*JDxiCuv)]\

(5'2) <CiKuJxiev)\\DxiCu)\\1 + UuJx),

where D* = — D  .
X X

Proof.   Hereafter the constants and the functions tj¿v will be denoted simply

C and v, respectively.   Then from (5.1) we see

OV ID v,D v] = eijE .D v, E.D v) + eAjD v, D v)v        X X V J       I     X I     X V J      X X

+ (ja.$E .D v, E.D v) + (}(a ..$    + b $)E ,D v, D v)
J     l] l     X ]     X J        I]     X . I I     X X

(5-3)

+ (jc$Dxv, Dxv) + J  =o ßjDxv - Dxvdx

6

= Z ;t>  say-

First we have

(8)   The function  tx ■ means the derivative of  ♦ with the original variable Xj.
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/, =ii(jE.D   -D ]E.)v, E.D v)
1 V    J      i    X XJ      I I    x

(5-4) + eijE .v, iD*E. - E .]~lD*])D v) + (ijE .v, E J-1D*JD v).
V J      l XI l' XJ       X V J      I iJ x'     X

Hence we see immediately that

(5.5) \IX - ev(]E.v, E.J~lDxJDxv)\ < Ce^M^v^.

Quite similarly

(5.6) |/2 - tv(jv, rlDtJDxv)\ < CeJ\v\\x\\Dxv\\x.

Next let us examine /,.  Denoting /a..$ simply by a.., we see

/, = iia'..E.D   - D a'..E)v, E .D v)
3 ii   i   x        x  ii   i i   x

+ (a. .E v, iD*E. - E J~lD*})D v) + (a' £ .v, E .J~'lD*]D v)
IJ     l X     J JJ X1        X IJ     I I1 XJ      X

sh,i + h,r+I3,y  say-

For /, .  we have

a..ED   -D a'.E. = a'..(E.D   -DE) + (a'..D   -Da'.)E.
I]     l     X X    IJ     I tj        I     X XI I]     X X    IJ        I

and for /, 2,

(D*E.-EJ-1D*])D v
X _   J JJ X'       X

= (E.D   -D E)D v + E.(]-lI ). D v + J'1 J E .D v. (?)
J     X X     J        X J  J J X X J        J X     J     X

From the above we have

h,l + h,2 = K/EzDx - DxEi^> EiDx^ + ia'i?iV>{EP* - DxE}Kv)

(5.7) - iia'^E.v, E.Dxv) + ia'..E.v, E.(]~l]x) . Dxv)

+ ia'ijEiv,r1JxEßxv).

Obviously the fourth term in the right-hand side is not greater than C||t>||?.   By

the fact a.. = a., and by integration by parts, the sum of the first and the second

term in the right-hand side is estimated by C||t/|| ^ from the above.  Similarly the

same estimates hold also for the other terms in (5.7).  Hence we get

(5.8) |/3 - ia'..E.v, E.]~lDx]Dxv)\ <C\\v\\2.

In a similar manner as the above we easily obtain the following estimates:

(9)   The letter Jx means  DXJ.
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r-ln*
l74 - (/(a,7*x. + h$)E.v, ]-lDxJDxv)\,

\l,-ijc<!>v,rlDx]Dxv)\<Ch(5,9) '■        '' *       z-!n*;n  ..M ^ /-II..II2

and

(5.10) h~ fv._oßPrlD*x]Dxvdx\<C\\v\\\.

Combining (5.5), (5.6), (5.8), (5.9) and (5.10), we have finished the proof.

Further we have

Lemma 5.2.   // holds that

iK^^r'DllD^Cu^-^Ju^Cr'DljD^u^KCUJ2,

where C is independent of v.

Proof.   Put CJlu, v] = BjiÇu, v] - Bjiu, £t/].   Then we see

(5.11) Cvlu, v] = tJiÇx u,vx)- iCx ux , v)\ + Clu, v],
i i i     i

where

Clu, v] = (a ..$£   v,v   ) - (a ..$£   u   ,«) + ((«..$    +b .$)£   u, v).
L    '       J 17 X. X. 7,7 X .   X . Il     X . 1 X.

! J J       l J I

Let C[a, tz] be the reduced form of Clu, v] by the coordinate transformation, and

we denote fy.v simply by v.   Then (5.11) implies

£>„' rXD*xJDxv] = Bvlv, rlD*xJDxv] - B>„, O'^JDjA

= <*<K .V B^D*JDKv) - <V(JCX E.uv, FlDx]Dxv)
i i

(5.12) + IjayK** EirlD*JDxv) - (/fl^.E,\' /"lDx/°x^

; «
5

= L '*■ say-

Here the suffix x. of £ and $ are the variables of the original coordinate.

Exchanging differential operators and integrating by parts, we get

l'i - fv(¿*.D*v</DxE.-"v>l <C( JMS

and
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Accordingly,

(5-13) |/i + '2l<CiJ«a?.

In a similar manner we see

i^-K'^/^v^i^iw;
and

\u+KK/D:Dx^<E^\<cKn-

Hence

(5.14) l'3 + '4l<CKIr

In addition the estimate

(5-15) l'5l<C||«J2

is obvious.   Combining (5-12) ~ (5.15), we have obtained the lemma.

By Lemma 5.1 and (4.3) we have

< Ci\\[Cuv, rlD*x]Dxi<Zuv)]\ + (l/K%\\1\\DxiCuv)\\x + KuJ2).

Taking e    as sufficiently small we obtain

(5.16) \\DxiCuv)\\2w < Ci$j¿uv, rlD*JDxituv)]\ + \\CuJ\).

On the other hand it follows from Lemma 5.2 that

(5.17) \BvKuv, rXD*xJDxituv)]\ < \\[uv, Cr'D*x]DxiCuv)]\ + C\\uJ2

and from (4.4) we have

(5.18) Bv[uv, trlD*JDxituv)] = (/«D/^, CrlDljDxiCuv)).

It is easy to see that

(5-19) \imv,trlD*x]Dxituv))\ <C\\\fv\\\0\\\Dxituv)\\\x.

Noting the boundedness of |||/j,|||0, we have by (5.16) ~ (5.19)

\\Dxi£uv)\\2w<Cihv\\l + \\Dxi<:uv)\\w).
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Therefore we get

<5-20> »/>X(^)||^<C(1SJ|2 + 1).

Now from Lemma 3.4 we see

KM? < C|5(||* V(^||2 + \\^DDituv)\\2)
(5.21)

+8-H\**DiCuvn2+w\«vn2)\.

where D is either D    or D .   Let us note the following fact.  Obviously

dHCu ) = D2£.u + 2D Ç.D u + £p2uv,y   s     V y y y y    V*

and we see in the original coordinate

(5-22) -*>«„+<„«„ + *£«« = */,,

because a„ are solutions of (4.4)„   That is, D2uv is a linear combination of f^

D D Ujs D2uv, Duv and uy.   Let {£.] be a partition of unity for ii and £¿ £? =

1 in fl.   Then it is seen that ||aJ \ < 2. M?vl\ + cll"Jo and HMo m bounded.

Hence from (5.20), (5.21) and the above facts we get

Here let us take the positive number S such as C8 < XA.  Then we obtain

S,IIDX"X<C'   Hence

WÁD%uv)\\, \\^DxDyiC.u)\\<C

Since D uv is a linear combination of other terms in (5-22), it holds also that

II$  D i£iu,)\\ S **•   Again applying Lemma 3.4, we can conclude that |||"„||| 2 are

bounded with respect to v.  Thus we have completed the proof of Proposition 5.1.

6.   In the previous section we have proved our theorem when k «= 0.   From

now on let us prove the theorem for general k.  Since the argument in this section

is almost parallel to the previous section, we shall proceed briefly.

For given / £ V (fí) we take a sequence [/„( in C°°(0) satisfying / —»/

(t/ —»oo) in V iii). Let uv be the solutions of (4.4). Then, of course, up are

sufficiently smooth in fl.

First generalizing Lemma 5.1, we have

Lemma 6.1.   There is a constant C such that
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|fî>î+1 W' *>*+1 Wi - %xv irlDxj)k+lDkx+lituv)]\

Proof.   It is easily seen that

(6.1) = £ \BjLDkx+l-'ituv), irlD*xJ)lDkx*HCuv)]

- B>*-'(<^), (/-1D*/)^1D*+1(C«V)B.

Let us note each term in the right-hand side.   Putting ¿juv = tz, we see

\K'l'li^irlD*x])lDx*\cuv)]

= evi]E ßkx+l-lv, E.ir^lD^v) + 4]Ds*l-lv, (fXD*xJ)Dk^

+ (/a..$F D*+1-'tz, FX/-1!)*/)^**^)

+ (/(a..^  + A.lOF.D**1-',,, (J-'D*/)'^*1,;)

(6.2)
+ (/c<PD*+1-/tz,(/-1D*/)/D*+1lz)

6

■ T. !k> sav*

By integration by parts we have

and

I'l - '„K^ (/-10:/)'+1^+1,)| < C<Jv\\k^D^v\lv

Let us examine /, more carefully.   Putting a'.. = Ja.Jb, we see

h = «W - WX~'"> EfrlDx])lDx*v)

+ ia'jp^v, (D*xE. - F .(/-»D*/))^-^*/)^1*)

+ (a'..F.D*-'v,E.(/-1D*/)/+1D*+1t7)

as/3,i + /3,2 + ,3,3» say-
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Obviously

a..E.D   - D a'.ßm a'.{E.D   -D E) + ia  D   - D a  )E
11    t    X x   n    I nix X    i ij    X X   if    i

and

D*E.-E.J-1D*J = iE.D   -D E) + E.i}~1 J ) + /"?/ E..
x   j        y        x1 ]   x        x   j j '     'x       '     'x   j

Hence we have

/,.+/,,= ia'..iE.D   - D E.)Dk-'v,E.irlD*])lDk+lv)
3,1       3,2 ii     i   x        xix       '    i '        x'       x

+ ia'..E.Dk-lv,iE.D   -D E.X/-1»*/)^**1»)
IJ    I    x '       i    X x    i    ' x'        X

-iia'.)E.Dk-lv,E.irlD*j)lDknv)
IJ X    I    X '      i ' x' X

+ ia'..E.Dk-lv, EX/"1/ ) - (rlD*j)lDk*lv)
ijtx'iJJx        ' x'       X

+ ia'ßßk'lv, rlJ E.irlD*])lDk+Xv).
IJ    1    X ' '      I x    i ' x'        X

Thus in the same manner as getting (5.8) from (5.7), we obtain

I'j - {a'iiEiDkx~lv> E.ij-lD*xJ)UlDkx*lv)\ <C\\v\\2k+v

Further the following estimates are obvious:

|/   -(/(«..$    +è.<D)E.D*-'„,(/-1D*/)/+,D*+1tz)|,
1  4       '     ii   x.        i        ix J x' x '

1

If, - (/c^-'tz, (/-1D*/)i+1D*+1v)| < C Ml*+1

and

\<6 - fy,o ßiDkx-lv(rlD*j)^D^vdx\ < C \\v\\2k+l.

Hence from (6.1), (62.) and by all the above estimates we have obtained Lemma

6.1.

Secondly in parallel with Lemma 5.2 we have

Lemma 6.2.   It holds that

|BJ£V irlD*x])k*Dk;\tu)] - \luv, t(rlDx])k«Dx+\Cu)]\ < C \\uj\lv

Proof.   Obviously we see
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%XV ij-lD*x])k+lDkx+Htuv)] - B>v tirlD*j)k+lDx"(tuv)\

= ev{(]E.Cuv, Eij-iDlfl^D^Cuj) - i}E.uv, E.ar'D^D^D^Cu,))]

+ \{jati*BjC*J, E.(rXDx])k+lDx+\Cuv))

(6"3) - (/a..OF.v F^rV/)^1^1^))!

+ ¡(/(a.tf    + Af$)F^v, (/-10*/>*+1D**1(C«v)>

- (/(«..^ + bft>)E.uv, t(rlDx])k+lDx+\Cuv)%

It is easily seen that the first and the third terms are estimated from the above by

C||tzv||^+1.   The remaining term (the second term) equals

it/««*.«* s/rV/>*+1i>*+1 (&„»

- (j«<*B<v cx (;-1D*/)*+1pf '(¿«„»i

= \(ja..*>txuv, Eij-'DlD^D^uj)

- (la.^xuv, ^(/-1D:/)*+1D*+1F.zzv)1

+ \i]a^Cxuv, Cir1Dxj)k+lDkx+lE.uv)

- (ja^iDy+Hj-'Dlj^+HtuJ, E.uv)\

+ i(/«fyK/Dx>*+V1^/***'^ FA)

- (/«$£., c C/-4b^)*+idJ+iW)I.
y

Exchanging differential operators and integrating by parts for each term, we see

that the second term on the right of (6.3) is estimated by C||av||?  , ^rom tne

above.   Thus we have completed the proof.

From the above lemmas we shall proceed along the argument of the previous

section.   By (4.4) we see

B>V CirlDlDk+1Dx*l(Cuv)] = (/*/„, ¿(rV/'*+lDx+1Kav)>

(6.4)
= ajDxrl)kitwv\ irlDxj)Dx+li<:Uj)).
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From Leibnitz' formula

ijDxrl)kwo- Z c  d;*d^

Accordingly by (6.4) we see

\luv, tirlDx])^Dkx+\iuv)]

(6.5)

=    Zic^D^Dlf^ir^lnD^iCu,))^^,    say.

Since p - 0 iot q = k and p < 1 for a = A - 1, respectively, we get

(6-6) |/0J<C|ll/JX+Wllw

and

I1! J < cll/j^/ll^/-^*/)^*1^,,)!! + W'd^d^H^II)
(6.7)

< Cll/J¿_, I^WII.,    (by Lemma 3.3).

When a < k - 2, it holds by integration by parts

<6-8> KJ<cK\\kJKliCuv)\\-

Combining (6.5) ~ (6.8), we obtain

\B\frv,C<J'lD*jY>*lDx+liCuJ\\ < C|||/v|||fe||D*+1(4:«Jllw.

Taking e„ as sufficiently small, we have, by Lemmas 6.1, 6.2 and (4.3),

\\Dkx+lituv)\\2w<Ci\\uv\\2k+l + l).

Applying Lemma 3.4, let us proceed in parallel with §5.   Then finally we obtain

\\Q*Dk+2iÇuv)\\ < C.

Hence |||«v|||i+2 are bounded with respect to v.  This means that the function a

satisfying uy —»a in the weak sense is in V*+2(fl).   Thus we have completed

the theorem.
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